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The global landscape of higher education is continually shifting. In recent years, higher education has seen a shift in the
cultural environment which includes a highly diversified student body, a widened view of student ability and an
increasingly more competitive ecosystem full of choice for students and families. This globally competitive, technologically
rich, and highly dynamic environment requires faculty members to be responsive to students who have access to abundant
amounts of information and expect classrooms that are active and engaging. These changes have impacted classrooms at
institutions of higher education and provide robust opportunities for teaching and learning initiatives to thrive.
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Call for Book Proposal Submissions
This books series provides a platform for showcasing research and practice on faculty development
initiatives, best practices connected to teaching and learning in higher education, investigations in
active and engaging classrooms, as well as research on the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
(SoTL). Topics of potential interest include:

Models of Faculty Development that Impact Student Learning:
- creating and sustaining professional learning communities for faculty
- peer coaching in classroom and clinical settings
- instructional rounds
- collaborative models for improving instruction in higher education settings
- faculty mentoring initiatives

Faculty Development or Classroom Learning Focused on:
- equitable classroom practices
- creating thriving classroom communities
- student ownership and leadership in the classroom
- active and engaging teaching and learning
- intentional use of technology in classrooms
- adult learning
- centering social emotional lives of students in higher education classrooms
- implementing a shared model of effective instructional practice at scale across an entire institution
- developing rigorous and authentic summative assessments
- curriculum and classroom practices to enable success for all learners
- developing formative assessments, and giving students effective feedback, as a means for enabling
student success on summative assessments
- strategies for intervening when some or all students struggle to master rigorous content and tasks
- designing courses for significant and deep learning

Help us to envision the purpose and audience for your book project by writing a proposal that
includes the elements listed below. The Editor's and IAP's goal is to understand how your book could
make an important, unique contribution to transforming teaching and learning in higher education.
Proposals should be no more than 5 double-spaced pages (inclusive of references).

Begin with a cover page that includes the author(s)/editor(s) and their affiliations. Your proposal
needs to explain the overall objectives and significance of the book project in a detailed statement of
purpose. In writing your statement of purpose, please consider the following questions:

- If this is an edited volume, include a list of contributors/affiliations. Please indicate if this is a
tentative list.

- Who is your audience for this book? (e.g., academic or professional, adoption potential or reference
work)?



- How could the book be marketed (e.g., are there professional societies or SIGs that would be
interested in this book)?

- How do you expect readers to make use of this book?

- How does this work fit in with the published literature and extend current knowledge?

- How does the project explore previously unrecognized or infrequently considered topics in the
literature?

In your email to us, please outline:

- If any of the information about the book or its author(s) is tentative.
- The length of the project.
- Your timeline and schedule for delivery of the final draft.
- Special production issues, such as complicated graphics, art work, photos, etc.
- If you are submitting your proposal to other prospective publishers.

In addition to your statement of purpose, please include the following additional items:

- An outline of the book that provides a short narrative description of each chapter. For edited
volumes, provide a list of the chapter titles or topics that will be covered.

- A resume or curriculum vitae for the authors(s) or editor(s).

- A sample chapter or section, if available, or a sample of a journal article or conference paper that is
similar to the proposed volume.

For questions about the series or proposal preparation, or to submit your proposal, please contact
Kristin Rainville at transformingteachingbookseries@gmail.com.
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Faculty Peer Coaching in Higher Education
Partnerships to Support Improved Instructional Practices
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Many of the current challenges facing institutions of higher education require a shift in thinking, practice, and approaches
to change. The changing nature of college students, along with increased emphasis on student learning outcomes, have
institutions seeking to effect improvements in the instructional practices of faculty members. Establishing a robust model
of faculty peer coaching can accelerate improvement efforts that strive to create engaging higher education classrooms
centered on inclusive and equitable teaching practices, which more effectively meet the needs of an increasingly diverse
student body.

Informed by research and experience, this book is a guide to developing, launching, and refining faculty peer coaching
initiatives in higher education with the goal of improving instructional practice and student learning outcomes. Peer
coaching is a collaborative, reciprocal practice where faculty members observe, reflect, and improve their instructional
practices leading to increased learning for all students. Research has shown that peer coaching can positively impact
teaching practices, especially when coupled with other professional learning. This book provides a rationale for peer
coaching as an effective strategy for faculty development, outlines a model for peer coaching, and supplies readers with
support in the creation of a robust peer coaching initiative in institutions of higher education. Peer coaching has the
potential for significant culture and community change for faculty members which can lead to improved student learning.

ENDORSEMENTS:

I was privileged to read an early draft of this book, and I hadn't turned many pages before I knew I had to offer a peer
coaching program in the very next semester. Faculty response was unanimous: "Thank you for this experience. I learned so
much, and I want to continue." I sure wish I'd had this book when I started in faculty development! I was trying to help a
department implement "formative peer review of teaching, "to not much avail. Now I realize that what we really wanted
was peer coaching. — Victoria Bhavsar, California State Polytechnic University Pomona

How can I be a better teacher? What can I do to ensure my students are learning and engaged? If you have ever asked
yourself these types of questions, then this is the book for you. Infused with extensive expertise and research-based
practices, Rainville, Title, and Desrochers provide proven strategies and approaches to peer-coaching that will change how
we teach, engage as colleagues, and ultimately improve instructional practices. Helping the reader develop a climate of
trust, respect, and support, the authors provide scaffolded processes that will generate leadership development as well as
greatly enhance our knowledge and ability to be effective teachers and mentors. A timely read for the changing world of
college students and higher education. — George J. Petersen, Clemson University

Can you believe that three professors induced a college faculty to meet in pairs to discuss and enhance their teaching?
Well, they did. The bane of professional learning is privatism in teaching, and professors normally work in well-fortified
silos. Sharing thoughts about teaching and curriculum brings colleagueship to a new level and elevates the socio-
professional environment of the institution. These folks demonstrated that it can be achieved. — Bruce Joyce, Saint Simons
Island, Georgia

CONTENTS: List of Tables. List of Figures. Introduction. Acknowledgments. Chapter 1: The Urgency of Change: A Call to
Action in Higher Education. Chapter 2: Theoretical Framing of Peer Coaching. Chapter 3: Overview of the Peer Coaching
Model. Chapter 4: Getting Started. Chapter 5: Establishing a Focus and Identifying Effective Instructional Practices.
Chapter 6: Pre-Observation Procedures, Data Collection, and Lesson Analysis. Chapter 7: The Post-Observation
Conference. Chapter 8: The Peer Coaching Community of Practice. Chapter 9: Connecting Peer Coaching to Institutional
Goals. Chapter 10: Peer Coaching in the Longer Term. References. About the Authors.
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